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Disclaimer  

1. Content  
With respect to the provision of the information on the website the author is not responsible for their topicality, accuracy, completeness or quality. Damages induced by using the information provided on the website, including the incompleteness or incorrectness of any type of information, are not under the author’s responsibility and corresponding liability claims will be denied. The author reserves the right to extend, change or partly or completely remove parts of the pages or the complete publication without separate announcement. This includes all offers and information.  

2. Referrals and links  
Any contents, linked or referred to from the author’s pages are not part of his responsibility. Single exception is if he knows fully of illegal contents and would technically be able to discourage his website’s visitors from viewing those pages. Beyond, the author, who links to these pages, is not responsible for any damages caused the use of information presented on the corresponding of the website. The liability lies solely with the author of the respective pages. Liability for third-part postings or messages which are published in the page’s blog post is further rejected by the author.  

3. Copyright  
Copyrighted material is not intended to use for the publication by the author. If not possible, the copyright will be stated for the respective object. Materials which were created by the author are
subject to copyright. It is not allowed to duplicate or use objects such as images, diagrams, sounds or texts in other electronic or printed publications without the author’s permission. Extrude Hone LLC or Extrude Hone GmbH own the registered trademarks for EXTRUDE HONE, COOLPULSE, FINISH3D at least in USA, Germany or Europe. Furthermore, a pending trademark application of Extrude Hone GmbH is Extrude Hone Additive.

4. Privacy policy
Visitors of the website can input data on a voluntarily basis if the opportunity for the input of personal or business data (email addresses, name, addresses) occurs. Offered serviced can be used and paid without the need to specify any personal data or under specification of anonymized data or an alias. Requirements are technical possibility and reasonability. For marketing purposes it is not permitted to use published postal addresses, telephone or fax numbers and email addresses. Regarding unwanted spam messages the authors reserves the right to punish their offenders.

5. Legal validity of this disclaimer
This disclaimer is component of the website which you were referred from. If the scenario occurs that sections or individual terms of this statement are illegal or incorrect, the other parts’ content or validity remain unaffected by this issue.